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hotel transylvania 2 continues the story of dracula's (voice of adam sandler) family vacation, which he's taking with his monsters. the drac-pack is away on a monster cruise vacation when a huge storm washes them ashore in the small town of
transylvania, where a group of monsters meet a human family. the monsters quickly learn that a centuries-old family curse has just been unleashed. soon, dracula and his monsters are outnumbered and outsmarted by the humans. can dracula's

monsters break the curse and save the day? join adam sandler in his most outrageous, comical and hilariously crafted film adventure yet - hotel transylvania 3: summer vacation! this time, dracula's (voice of sandler) family is out to have a good time on
their monster cruise vacation. but first, they have to get past the four-headed dragon guarding the entrance to the hotel. if they can outsmart the dragon, then the rest of the drac-pack will be able to have their monster cruise vacation and meet the rest

of the monsters. who could stop them?  in this sequel to the 2017 hit movie, dracula (voice of sandler) and his monsters are out to get a good time on their monster cruise vacation. but first they need to get past a four-headed dragon guarding the
entrance to the hotel. this is no ordinary dragon -- he's carrying a super powerful lightning staff that will destroy anything in its path. if they can outsmart the dragon, then the rest of the drac-pack will be able to have their monster cruise vacation and
meet the rest of the monsters. who could stop them? join dracula and his monsters on their monster cruise vacation in this action-packed sequel. the drac-pack must get past a four-headed dragon guarding the hotel. if they can outsmart the dragon,

then the rest of the drac-pack will be able to have their monster cruise vacation and meet the rest of the monsters. who could stop them?
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